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The second possibility is scattering because DMs. Three of these FRBs are factors of >3
and show no evidence of scattering.
Our FRBs were detected with DMs in the of turbulence in the ionized IGM, unassociated narrower than any documented peryton. Last, the
range from 553 to 1103 cm−3 pc. Their high Galactic with any galaxy. There is a weakly constrained characteristic scattering shape and strong disperlatitudes (jbj > 41○, Table 1) correspond to lines empirical relationship between DM and measured sion delay adherence of FRB 110220 make a
of sight through the low column density Galactic scattering for pulsars in the MW. If applicable to case for cold plasma propagation.
The Sun is known to emit frequency-swept
ISM corresponding to just 3 to 6% of the DM the IGM, then the observed scattering implies
measured (10). These small Galactic DM con- DMIGM > 100cm−3 pc (2, 15). With use of the radio bursts at 1 to 3 GHz [typeIIIdm (17)]. These
tributions are highly supportive of an extragalac- aforementioned model of the ionized IGM, this bursts have typical widths of 0.2 to 10 s and
tic origin and are substantially smaller fractions DM 6equates to z > 0:11 (2, 12, 13). The prob- positive frequency sweeps, entirely inconsistent
than those of previously reported bursts, which ability of an intervening galaxy located along the with measurements of W and a for the FRBs.
Variability ↔ unique view
physics
wereof
15%extreme
of DM = 375 cm−3
pc for FRB 010724 line of sight within z ≈ 1 is ≤0.05 (16). Such a Whereas FRB 110220 was separated from the
by 5.6°,
FRB 110703 was detected at night
of scattering and
(4) and 70% of DM = 746 cm−3 pc for FRB galaxy could be a source
Q0954+658
at dis2.7 &Sun8.1
GHz
persion, but the magnitude would be subject to and the others so far from the Sun that any
010621 (5).
Variability at radio wavelengths
The non-Galactic DM contribution, DME, is the same inclination dependence as described for solar radiation should have appeared in multi- no extinction, extreme
& the
resolution
ple beams. These FRBs were only detected in a
the sumsensitivity
of two components:
intergalactic a source located in the disk of a spiral galaxy.
2
It is important to be sure that FRBs are not a single beam; it is therefore unlikely they are of
DMIGM
and a possible
- small fields of view;medium
e.g.(IGM;
VLA
= )0.2
deghost galaxy (DMHost). The intervening medium could be terrestrial source of interference. Observations at solar origin.
Uncertainty in the true position of the FRBs
purely intergalactic and could also include a con- Parkes have previously shown swept frequency
rare;from
Metzger
et al. 2015)
Explosions (relatively tribution
an intervening galaxy. Two op- pulses of terrestrial origin, dubbed “perytons.” within the frequency-dependent gain pattern of
are considered
according to the proximity These are symmetric W > 20 ms pulses, which the telescope makes inferring a spectral index, and
- supernovae, GRBs,tions
orphan
afterglows
imperfectly mimic a dispersive sweep (2, 8). Al- hence flux densities outside the observing band,
of the source to the center of a host galaxy.
- mass-loss history, beaming
If located at the center of a galaxy, this may be though perytons peak in apparent DM near difficult. A likely off-axis position changes the ina highly dispersive region; for example, lines 375 cm−3 pc (range from ~200 to 420 cm–3 pc), trinsic spectral index substantially. The spectral
common;
et al.regions
2013)
of sight
passing throughLo
the central
of
Propagation (relatively
Time (days)
Milky Way–like galaxies could lead to DMs in
- scintillation, extreme
scattering
events
−3
excess of 700 cm pc in the central ~100 pc (11),
Figure 1. An extreme scattering event in Q0954+658 at 2.7 GHz (lower)
- probes of turbulence;
baryons
in theinclination.
IGM In
independent
of the line-of-sight
and 8.1 GHz (upper) adapted from Fiedler et al. (1987b). For clarity, an offset
of 1 Jy has been added to the top trace. The strong frequency dependence
this case, DME is dominated by DMHost and reof ESEs and the necessity of regular sampling of the light curves over a
quires FRBs to be emitted by an unknown mechaAccretion
long period is evident. At ASKAP frequencies (∼1 GHz), the amplitude of
nism in the central region, possibly associated
the flux density decrease would likely have been even larger, and the flux
- X-ray binaries, AGN,
withquasars
the supermassive black hole located there.
density would likely have increased to an even higher value during the start
of the event.
- disk/jet connection If outside a central region, then elliptical host
galaxies (which are expected to have a low electron
density) will not contribute to DME substantially,
Magnetospheres
and DMHost for a spiral galaxy will only contribA wide-area survey with daily cadence would allow us to
substantially
to DME ifexoplanets
viewed close to edge- pulsars, magnetars,uteflare
stars,
address
the physical composition and origin of the objects
on [inclination, i > 87○ for DM > 700cm−3 pc;
responsible for ESEs in a comprehensive manner.
- reconnection, particle
acceleration
probabilityði
> 87○Þ ≈ 0:05]. The chance of all
four FRBs coming from edge-on spiral galaxies
Population statistics: One of the more comprehensive ESE
−6
is
therefore
negligible
(10
).
Consequently,
if
the
surveys (Fiedler et al. 1994b) provided a total coverage of
The Unknown
sources are not located in a galactic center, DMHost
approximately 600 source-years; VAST has the potential to
- fast radio bursts (1
wouldevery
likely be 10
small, seconds!)
and DMIGM dominates.
achieve a coverage that is larger by a factor of roughly 300,
Assuming an IGM free-electron distribution, which
searching for ESEs towardsTime
sources
(ms)with much lower flux
takes into account cosmological redshift and asdensities. In turn, an increased coverage will constrain the
sumes a universal ionization fraction of 1 (12, 13),
spatial density and distribution of refracting lenses in the
the sources are inferred to be at redshifts z = 0.45
Galaxy, including whether they are associated with particular
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Transient Event Rate at 1.4 GHz
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13. Normalized 1.4 GHz differential radio-source counts for persistent sources from de Zotti et al. (2010) and the normalized areal density of tran
Mooley
al. (2013)
as a function of the flux density for various surveys at this frequency. The Bannister et al. (2011) survey at 0.84
GHz iset
colored
differently than
Most of the surveys are upper limits (wedge symbols) and the sampled phase space is shown by the gray shaded area. Upper limits from Frail et
wer & Saul (2011) do not explore any new part of the phase space (non-gray area), and hence have been left out of this diagram. Our upper-limit

Wide-Field Radio Astronomy
› Many small antennas or focal plane arrays
- wide fields, rapid surveys,
enormous data rates

ASKAP

Space
Telescope

→ dedicated supercomputers
→ new detection algorithms

Ant Schinckel (CSIRO)

- MWA, LOFAR, AperTIF, ASKAP,Hubble
SKA

ASKAP

→ real-time processing

SKADECam

SKA

MWA

MWA

MWA
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Wide-Field Radio Astronomy
› ASKAP Tucana survey (6/36 dishes)
(Heywood et al. 2015)

- 150 deg2 in 12 hrs at 1.4 GHz
- 3 epochs to 1 mJy; 2000 sources
- all-sky image database: ~50 PB

Ian Heywood / ACES / CSIRO

› MWA Transients Survey
(MWATS; Bell et al. 2014)

- 16000 deg2 in 10 hrs at 150 MHz
- 24 epochs to 10 mJy;
20000 sources

David Kaplan / MWATS
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Challenge I : Ionosphere
› Spatial and temporal fluctuations in plasma density
produce position shifts, defocusing, scintillation

MWA time series (Natasha Hurley-Walker)

› Huge instantaneous MWA field of view (~1000 deg2)
- track 1000 source positions at 2-minute cadence
- map vector offsets as function of time
(Loi et al. 2015a, 2015b)
- robust correction for ionospheric refraction
› Organized strips of alternating position shifts
- bands of underdensity and overdensity
- aligned with projection of Earth’s magnetic field
- stereoscopic imaging: h = 570 ± 40 km
→ cylindrical density ducts, coupling ionosphere
and plasmasphere via whistler waves
→ direct 4D visualization of bulk plasma drifts
Loi et al. (2015a)

› Identification of interesting events needs to
be catalogue-based, not image-based
- missed/blended sources will trigger
1820alarms
P. J. Hancock et al.
huge numbers of false
small differences
between each of these source finders, and
- 99% accuracy is notthe
good
enough!
in how to optimize the approach to avoid even the residual small

Hales et al. (2012)

1820

Challenge II : Source Finding

level of incompleteness and FDR. In surveys such as EMU (Norris
et al. 2011), with an expected 70 million sources, an FDR of even
1 per cent translates into 700 000 false sources. This clearly has an
impact on the study of rare or unusual behaviour. In particular we
are interested in how the source-finding algorithm affects the final
output catalogue at a level that is far more detailed than previously
explored. With this in mind we now delve into specific cases in
which existing source-finding packages fail.

› BLOBCAT (Hales et al. 2012; github)

- flood-fill: superior to gaussian fitting
P.›J. AEGEAN,
Hancock et al. BANE

& MIMAS

(Hancock et al. 2012, 2015; github)

the small differences between each of these source finders, and
in how to optimize the approach to avoid even the residual small
6 MISSED SOURCES
level of incompleteness and FDR. In surveys such as EMU (Norris
We are now at the stage where we can consider the real sources that
et al. 2011), with an expected 70 million sources, an FDR of even
1 per cent translates into 700 000 false sources. This clearly haswere
an missed by the source-finding packages, as well as the false
detections
that these programs generate. There are two populations
impact on the study of rare or unusual behaviour. In particular we
of sources that are missed by one or more of the source-finding
are interested in how the source-finding algorithm affects the final
packages as will be discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
output catalogue at a level that is far more detailed than previously
explored. With this in mind we now delve into specific cases in
which existing source-finding packages fail.
6.1 Isolated faint sources
and
and
In the simulated image, for which no clustering was taken into
mall
mall
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account, 99.5 per cent of the islands contained a single source.
orris
orris
The first population of sources that was not well detected by the
We are now at the stage where we can consider the real sources that
even
even
source-finding
algorithms are isolated faint sources. These sources
swere
an
as
an missed by the source-finding packages, as well as the false
have
a
true
flux
greater than the threshold, but have few or no pixels
that these programs generate. There are two populations
we
rdetections
we
above the threshold due to the addition of noise. SFIND and SEXTRACof
sources
that
are
missed
by
one
or
more
of
the
source-finding
final
final
TOR require an island to have more than some minimum number of
packages as will be discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
usly
usly
pixels for it to be considered a candidate source. IMSAD, SELAVY and
s in
es
in
AEGEAN have no such requirement. The number of sources that are
6.1 Isolated faint sources
not seen in a catalogue due to the effects of noise can be calcuHancock
et
al.
(2012)
In the simulated image, for which no clustering was taken lated
into directly and is essentially the inverse problem to that of false
detections.
A correction can be applied to any statistical measure
account, 99.5 per cent of the islands contained a single source.
extracted
from
the catalogue in order to account for these missed
The first population of sources that was not well detected by the
that
that
sources.
The
only
way to recover all sources with a true flux above
source-finding algorithms are isolated faint sources. These sources
alse
false

- AEGEAN: Laplacian for robust component separation
- BANE: fast & accurate background estimation
- MIMAS: describe/combine/mask regions

Image

SFIND

SEXtractor

Selavy

IMSAD

AEGEAN

Figure 8. Top left: a section of the simulated image. Remainder: the fitting
residual for each of the source-finding algorithms. AEGEAN was the only
algorithm to fit all three sources, over both islands.

Challenge III : Source Classification
5.3 Classification method

› ASKAP event rate will be large, ~50 per night

CV

(Lo et al. 2014; Farrell et al. 2015)

- variable light curves taken from 3XMM
- 869 identified sources used as training set
(AGN, CV, GRB, SSS, star, ULX, XRB)
- input: time-series plus contextual features

XRB

Lo et al. (2013)

› Random forest machine-learning algorithm

Flux

- need prompt classification & follow-up

5.6 Catalogue of probabilistically classified XMM variable sour

Time

→ 92% – 96% classification accuracy
Lo et al. (2013)

› Apply algorithm to 2876 other 3XMM sources
- compare to 101 sources with known IDs
→ agree in 93 cases; most others ambiguous
- identification of ~20 “outlier” sources

Figure 5.2: Example light curves for the seven types of X-ray sources in our training set.

93

Figure 5.10: Confusion matrix from performing 10-fold cross-validation on the training se
using the RF classifier with time-series and contextual features. The color bar represent

Summary
NASA

› Time-domain astronomy is rapidly evolving
› Wide-field surveys: unique strengths & challenges
- atmospheric distortions can now be precisely
characterized … and contain new science
- automatic classification of both
expected categories and outlier sources
› Goal: address major topics in fundamental
physics and astrophysics
- propagation as unique probe of turbulence
and baryonic matter
- high-time-resolution Universe: a new frontier
› 2020- : Exploration of full Dynamic Universe
with the Square Kilometre Array

NASA/Dana Berry/Skyworks Digital

- unbiased census of cosmic explosions

CSIRO / Swinburne

- robust source fitting and cataloging

